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US Futures-World Markets: US equity futures continue to press forward after yesterday’s rebound. Weekly
jobless claims data is out at 8:30am EST. The progress we saw between May and August came to a standstill
in September. The estimate is 820k for weekly claims and continuing claims estimate is 11.4 million. Note
that California will not submit figures as they revamp their system due to a huge backlog and fraudulent
claims. I thought CA was a model for the entire country to follow? I’ll take a pass on all of that. US economic
recovery still seems in a holding pattern as we await a stimulus deal and widely distributed vaccine. Morgan
Stanley announced a deal to acquire Eaton Vance in a cash and stock transaction around $7 billion. It was
announced the next presidential debate will be held in a virtual setting. Again, take good notes for me. S&P
Futures vs. Fair Value: +12.90, 10-Yr Yield: 0.77%.
CORE Headlines:
 A long-awaited report from top Democratic congressional lawmakers about the dominance of AMZN,
AAPL, FB, and GOOG, showing they engage in a range of anti-competitive behavior, and US antitrust
laws need an overhaul to allow for more competition in the online economy.-Recode
 Vice President Mike Pence and Senator Kamala Harris met in a debate last night that was more civil
than the Trump-Biden event but featured sharp exchanges over the coronavirus, China policy, job
creation, and health care.-NYT
 House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) and Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin are discussing airline
relief deal, but it is unclear if it has support of Republicans in Congress.-NYT
 The inclusion of Russian state-run media on a US conservative news websites has allowed Moscow’s
propaganda machine to spread its message across the online news landscape in the US while escaping
the attention that came to it on Facebook.-WSJ
 The coronavirus pandemic has thrown between 88 and 114 million people into extreme poverty,
according to the World Bank’s biennial estimates of global poverty, a reversal that is by far the largest
increase since the data began in 1990 and that marks an end to decades of global declines.-WSJ
 China’s consumers are slowly returning to normal habits, but weak holiday spending shows the
recovery is far from complete.-WSJHots
 Bristol-Myers shares rose after the company released positive results for Opdivio, a major lung cancer
drug—Raymond James analyst Chris Caso maintained his outperform rating, but said the lung cancer
treatment field is likely to become even more competitive over the next few years.-IBD
 FedEx is fulfilling many home deliveries without customer contact amid the Covid-19 pandemic, which
the head of its delivery robot’s development sees as another sign of the project's value.-USA
 JP Morgan Chief Jamie Dimon will spend $30B to help narrow the racial wealth gap in the US by
expanding homeownership in underserved communities and creating 100,000 new affordable rental
units.-NYP
 Venezuela’s colossal oil sector, which shaped the country and the international energy market for a
century, has come to a near halt, with production reduced to a trickle by years of gross
mismanagement and American sanctions—and it may be impossible to restart it again.-NYT
 Central banks became net sellers of gold in August for the first time in a year and a half, a sign
demand for the precious metal is slowing in the wake of a record-setting rally and as countries free up
resources to deal with the coronavirus pandemic.-FT
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Manhattan apartment rents fell 11% to the lowest level since 2013.-Bloomberg
Tesla CEO Elon Musk says company will produce Model Y with a new structural battery design at Berlin
factory which could result in "significant production risk."-Reuters
Gilead Sciences said it had agreed to sell Europe up to 500,000 courses of its antiviral drug remdesivir,
as the continent shores up supplies of one of only two drugs approved to treat COVID-19 patients
ahead of the winter.-Reuters

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 The Verge: Slack getting Instagram-like stories and audio calls https://bit.ly/3nv1GBC
 ZeroHedge: CA Governor’s office says to wear mask ‘in between bites’ at restaurants
https://bit.ly/34CpsTr I get the whole mask thing, but that directive seems absurd
 The Ladders: How to read your coworkers https://bit.ly/34B0Bj1
 ESPN poised to lay off hundreds https://bit.ly/3jI5ixS
Charts from The Daily Shot:
Hedge funds’ stock picks continue to outperform.

Are value stocks finally bottoming relative to growth? Read a great line the other day about this value
vs. growth trade. Here was the jist: betting on value stocks to outperform growth stocks is like betting
on the Orioles to beat the Yankees every day. You may win once in a while, but not in the long
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run.

I have no idea if that is true, but it sure is funny.

Source: Alpine Macro
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Momentum has outperformed other factors this year in both the US and Europe.

Source: Factor Research

This chart shows each sector’s relative market value over time. (Sorry for the small font, Frank.
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Excellent chart)

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @GoldmanSachs

High-frequency indicators show no improvement in economic activity since the September FOMC
meeting.
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– The Moody’s Analytics “Back to Normal” Index:

Source: Moody’s Analytics
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The job market recovery has stalled.

• Job searches and recruitment:

Source: Arbor Research & Trading
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• Job openings:

Source: @WSJ Read full article

Consumer credit unexpectedly contracted in August.

The pace of car purchases and student borrowing slowed (nonrevolving credit), while consumers reduced their credit
card balances (revolving credit).
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The average automobile loan size spiked in the second quarter, … (This chart is insane, but makes sense as more auto
loans are stretched out over 7 years.) Reminds me of the ‘Mr. White’ Eddie Murphy skit on SNL. “Just go ahead… take
it”. https://bit.ly/3iGqQJX

… and loan rates tumbled.
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Mortgage activity remained robust last week.

• Purchase applications:
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• Refi:

Home price increases have accelerated in several advanced economies.

Source: Deutsche Bank Research
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. Less spending money for the holidays:

Source: @business Read full article

Empty Manhattan offices: (DeBlasio has it under control)

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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Greek vs. Turkish military strength:

Source: Statista
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Changes in states’ tax revenue:

Source: @TaxFoundation, @JaredWalczak Read full article
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